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DSE2131 Input Expansion Installation Instructions 
 

Introduction 
 

DSE2131 input expansion module is used in conjunction with supported DSE controllers to provide 
additional input functionality (10 x digital input, 10 x resistive input, 10 x 0-10V input or 10 x 4-20mA 
input). The inputs are configured in the ‘host controller’, the DSE2131 module is not itself configured 
apart from the ‘ID switch’ detailed below. 
For further details on configuring the ‘host controller’ you are referred to the relevant configuration 
software manual. 

Controls and indications 

 
 

LED Indications 
Function Colour Action 
Power on / Link lost RED Steady when DC supply is connected and data is being received 

from the host controller. 
Flashing when the DC supply is connected and the data 
connection to the host controller is not operating. 

 

ID switch 
The rotary ID switch is used to select the ‘Identification’ of the DSE2131 expansion module as the host 
controller is capable of giving instructions to a number of DSE2131 expansion modules at the same 
time (consult relevant modules instructions for further details on number of supported expansion 
units). 
 
The enclosure cover must be unclipped and removed to gain access to the switch. The switch should 
be operated using a small screwdriver and set to match the required address. 
 

 NOTE : The NOTE : The NOTE : The NOTE : The IDIDIDID    must be set to be a unique number, different from the must be set to be a unique number, different from the must be set to be a unique number, different from the must be set to be a unique number, different from the ID ID ID ID of any other of any other of any other of any other 

DSEDSEDSEDSE2131213121312131    input expansion module connected on the DSEnet. input expansion module connected on the DSEnet. input expansion module connected on the DSEnet. input expansion module connected on the DSEnet.     

 

 NOTE : The selection of the NOTE : The selection of the NOTE : The selection of the NOTE : The selection of the ID ID ID ID of other types of expansion modules WILL NOT of other types of expansion modules WILL NOT of other types of expansion modules WILL NOT of other types of expansion modules WILL NOT 
interfere/clash with the interfere/clash with the interfere/clash with the interfere/clash with the ID ID ID ID of the of the of the of the DSE2131DSE2131DSE2131DSE2131. For instance if the . For instance if the . For instance if the . For instance if the DSE2131DSE2131DSE2131DSE2131    is set to is set to is set to is set to ID ID ID ID 4444, it is , it is , it is , it is 
acceptable to have a different type of expansion module (for instance acceptable to have a different type of expansion module (for instance acceptable to have a different type of expansion module (for instance acceptable to have a different type of expansion module (for instance DSEDSEDSEDSE2222157157157157) set to ) set to ) set to ) set to ID ID ID ID 
4444    also.also.also.also.    

  

ID Switch 

Power on / 
Link lost LED 
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Typical wiring diagrams 
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Dimensions 
Overall size 164.6mm x 76.4mm x 48.9mm (6.48” x 3.01” x 1.93”)  
Mounting type DIN rail or chassis mounting 
Din rail type EN 50022 35mm type only 
Mounting holes M4 clearance 
Mounting hole centres 152.37mm x 64.50mm (6.00” x 2.54”) 

 


